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explore anCient
mysteries
Friday Night--Centennial Hall
One of the most popular specials ever
to appear on television was Alan
Landsburg's " In Search of Ancient
Astronauts." Narrated by Rod Serling,
_the film dealt with the theories and
questions of Erich von Daniken's book
" Chariot of the Gods? " Landsburg's
sequel , " In Search of Ancient
Mysteries," was met with the same
acclaim when it was aired in January,
1974. His book "In. Search of Ancient
Mysteries" was published in conjunction with the telecast on NBC-TV.
Landsburg's interest in the concept
that man's culture, intelligence and
perhaps even life itself came from
another planet started while working on
" In Search of Ancient Astronauts." He
then began to investigate the possibility
"that a significant part of mankind's
history could have been shaped by farcomers from another planet. " Along
with his wife Sally, who co-authored the
book, Landsburg set off on expeditions
gathering evidence to examine some

" unsolved historical mysteries that
might all be solved by adducing certain
extraterrestrial influences ." Extensive
traveling and interviewing brought the
Landsburgs face to iace with many
unsolved mysteries and with the real
possibility that life on Earth began wj th
spores from outer space. His filmlecture presentation brings together all
these findings .
Alan Landsburg, a three-time Emmy
Award winner, is the producer of many
distinguished television ~pecials.
Among them are "The Undersea World
of Jacques Cousteau" series honored
with ten major nat~onal awards, the
National Geographic Society Specials
which won four Emmy nominations,
three Ohio State Awards and the
Peabody Award, and his "Biography"
series for Wolper Productions which
was singled out for the Peabody Award
for Education.
In addition , Alan Landsburg has also
been involved with several TV specials

•

produced in cooperation with the
National Institute of Health, including
" How to Stay Alive " and "Life, Death
and the American Woman," narrated
by Robert Young and Patricia Neal ;
and a drug abuse film entitled " It
Takes a Lot of Help." Other ' productions include the documentary with
Truman Capote at San Quentin ;
"Conquista," a beautiful and moving
dramatic re -c reation of the first
meeting between an American Indian
and a horse, narrated by Richard
Boone; and "Storm in Summer" for
Hallmark's Hall of Fame. The latter
production won the 1970 Emmy Award
for Best Dramatic Show of the season.
Currently working on a series of
documentaries entitled "The American
Idea," Landsburg's first of the series,
"The Land" (starring Edward G.
Robinson , Dick Van Dyke, Henry
Fonda and Cloris Leachman) has
already been aired. Four one-hour long
specials a year are planned until the
national bicentennial in 1976.

Alan Landsburg, a noted author
and producer, will narrate a filmlecture presentation Friday night
from 8-11 p.m. If you have watched
"In Search of Ancient Astronauts"
on TV or read any of the related
books, you know what the subject
will be. Landburg has done extensive research into the fact that
life and intelligence on this planet
may have or iginated elsewhere in
the universe . Don't miss this; be at
Centennial Hall Friday night . .
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Bisplinghoff Speaks
"The next decade will see this
country allotting a greater percentage
of money than ever before to civiliandirected research and development
efforts ," predicts Dr. Raymond L.
Bisplinghoff, UMR chancellor.
Dr . Bisplinghoff, former deputy
director of the National Science
Foundation, made that comment at a
meeting of the Rolla chapter of Sigma
Xi , scientific research society.
"The largest source of these research

and development funds will continue to
be the federal government," he said.
" However, increaSing a mounts of
money are even now being contributed
by industry and local and state
governments .
"Traditionally, the major portion of
R&D funds have been expended on
military of military allied projects.
Large sums were infused into R&D
efforts for atomic research and another

large sum was added to space R& D at
the time Sputnik was launched. While
much of the research and development
effort in atomic energy and space
projects has resulted in peaceful applications , the motivation and many of
the products are militarily oriented.
"The past few years have been the
beginning fo a swing to support R&D in
what I call ci vilian areas ," tile chancellor continued. "Social pressures in
the fields of increased population,

decr easing mineral and energy
resou rces and worldwide food
deficiency will increase at a rapid rate.
And the basic problems in these fields
will be solved primarily by the science
and engineering community."
.. A major policy decision the
government will need to make in implementing development of th e
civilian R&D solutions provided by
engineers and scientists is one of
management. Up to now , there has
been one major customer for federal R
& D - the govenllnent.
"Solutions to these new civilian
problems wll have many 'customers' not just one. They ar e individual
citizens of this and all other countries.
A whole new management concept for
civilian R&D will need to be evolved.
" I feel the universities of this country
can be particularly valuable in the new
reaserch and development areas." Dr.
Bisplinghoff said. " The institutions of
higher education have the necessary
talent available in a var iety of
disciplines and are accustomed to
working on interdisCiplinary projects.
This type of approach is what it is going
to take for civilian R&D."

Attention!

Student loses but goes away happy! It was a
marvelous evening for all who showed up for the
SU B Casino Night. The fat fellow in the center

appears to be dumbfounded by the sublteties of
blackjack while the couple next to him are
perhaps gambling for more than money .

A meetin g f or a ll
appli ca nts to t h e
MI SSOURI M I NER
will be held Monday , February 2, at
9: 00 p . m . in the
MINER office. The
MINER office is in
building T -l, next to
t he power p lant.

j
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bullboard
VALENTINES PART Y WE E KEND DANCE
Intercollegiate Knights Valentines Party Weekend
Dance will be Frida y February 14 a t Li ons Den, Lions
Club Park . Tickets are $.50 and t he Band is Friends.
CYCLI NG CL U B MEETI NG
Tuesday night, Februa ry 4, at 6: 30 p.m. in St. Pat's
Ballroom, the UMR Cycling Club will ha ve its first
meeting of the new semester. Spring tri ps, projects
and act ivities will be proposed and di sc ussed . If you
enjoy bicycle rid in g and meeting fo lks who do, come to
the meeting.
SCABBARD AND BLA D E
Scabbard a nd Blad e will h old its Mil itary Ball on
Sat. Feb. 15, at 8 p. m . a t the Eagles Lodge Hwy . 63N.
Cost is $4.50 a cou p le.
Scabbard and Blade wi ll work fo r a nyone for $2.00
per hour ca ll 364·555 1 and a sk for Ton y Babu ik or 34 1.
4741 a nd ask for Capt . Youngb lood .
EIT EXAM INATI ON APPLI CATI ONS
E IT ( Enginee r .in ·Train ingJ a pp lica ti ons are now
availab le in Room 207 of the Ci v il E ngineering
Bui lding . Deadli ne for thei r return is Marc h 5, 1975.
UNI T ED FUND F INAL REPORT
Dr. Burns Hegler and J ohn Vaughn, co·chairmen of
the UMR United Fund Drive, report a total con.
tribution by faculty and staff of $10,043. This is the
second consecutive year the fund has exceeded
S10,000, although donations fell a bit short of the goal of
$10,500. The co·chairmen wish fo express appreciation
to all those who worked on solicitation and also to
t hose making contributions .
SUPER BOWL EXTRAVAGANZA
Unfortunately the results to the Superbowl Ex·
travaganza will not be in this issue. The results will be
out as s oon as possible. We apologize for the long
delay.
GENERAL FACULTY-SPECIAL MEETING
Chancellor Raymond L. Bispl inghoff is calling a
special meeting of the general !acul~y Tuesd~y, ~eb .
18, 4 p.m. , Mechanical . Engmeermg AudItOrium .
Members of the faculty are urged to include this date
and t ime on their calenda r s now .
PH YS ICS CO L LOQUIUM
On Friday, Ja n. 31, 4 p. m ., Physi cs 104, Dr. Ber·
nhard F ische r of t he I BM Wa t son La b oratory w ill
s peak on " Part I: Surfa ce Exciton Calculations" and
" Part II: Photoemission from Six Ge 1·x02."
ANOTHER MAGAZINE
The English Club is in the process of preparinq to
publish its fourth annual literary magazine, South·
winds . Poems, short stories, tales, short plays, art
work and song lyrics are all being solicited.
Publication is planned for this spring. Time is of the
essence. Don't wait. Submit typed c opi e s of w ork to
the Humanities Department s e c retar ies . The sooner
t he quic ke r. Staff members a Iso ne ed ed . Inq uire s a me
p lace.
SU B COFFEEHOUSE
There w ill be a coffeehouse on Saturday, Februa ry 1,
Spo ns ored by the Student Union Board's Social
Committee, Featuring Norther n Lite , a duo f rom
Springfield; playing folk, jazz , pop, etc . The time is
fr om 8 to 10 p.m . in the Old Student Union Snack Bar.
SEE YOU THERE!
ST. PATS
Sales are now underway on campus for the St. Pat's
Board Ben efit Movie . SLEUTH. It will be shown
Tuesday, Feb . 11, at the Ritz Th eater at 6 :30 and 9 :20.
Tickets are 50 cents in advance and 75 cents at the
door. Campus sales of all St. Pat's parap.h ernalia will
begin Monda y , Feb . 3 in the new student union . Get out
and support St. Pat's.

---~Q~--STUDENT UNION BOARD EVENTS

STUDENT UNION BOARD EVENTS
Friday Jan . 31-Lecture-Alan Landsburg a uth or
of, " In Search of Ancient Mysteries , 8 p .m . Ce ntennial
Hall .
Saturda y Feb. l -Coffeehouse-Northern Lite, 8
p.m . Snack Bar.
Sunday Feb. 9-Movie- "Two Lane Blacktop" 4 and
6: 30 p.m. Centennial Ha ll.
Monday Feb . l ()-Handb a ll Tour nament .
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Fine Arts Schedule
The F ine Arts Committee of
the Sudent Union Board has
pl a nned several specia l events
s tu de nts
this
for
UMR
semester . They chose these
events fr om many different
presen ta tions in the areas of
drama, lectures, various types
of mus ic, a nd other related

area s. In deciding which events
to sponsor, they studied many
pamph le ts, brochures , and
other materia l. The following
are the ones which ha ve been
chosen for this sem ester . Any
commen ts or suggestion would
be welcome to aid in future
decisions .

F riday, Jan. 31
Lecture "In Search of Ancient Mysteries" by Alan Landsburg 8
p.m. Centennial Hall
Monday, Feb. 17
Concert by E ij i Hashimoto - Harpsichordist 8 p.m . Centennial
Hall
Friday, Feb. 21
Concer t by St. Louis Brass Quintet 8 p.m. Centennial Hall
Tuesday, March 4
Drama tic Presentation by Rob Inglis 8 p.m. Centennial Hall
Thur sday, April 10
Concert by Ron Hudson· Classical guitarist 8 p.m . Centennial
Hall
Friday, April 18
Concert by John Giggs Consort Vocol and instrumental music
from Medieval, Renaissance, Baroque, and Contemporary times
8 p.m. Centennial Hall

calendar of events
Feb. I-Wre stling , UMR Tournament, 1 p .m ., Multi ·
Purpose Building . Free .
., F e b. I-Swimming, Ce n tra l M is sou r i Sta t e
University, 2 p.m ., Multi · Purpose Building. Free .
.. Feb . 5-Basketball, Lincoln University, 7:30 p.m .,
Multi . Purpose Build ing. Admission charged .
. . Feb. 8-Annual military dinner, Maj. John Clark,
former POW, speaker, 7 p .m ., Manor Inn . Those in·
terested in attending may pick up invitations at the
Air Force ROTC Office, State Land Survey Build ing .
Cost, $16 .0(l per couple . Rese rvations by Jan. 31 .,

Chi Epsilon Initiates 20
ROLLA, Mo. ,-New mem bers
have been announced by the
University of Missouri·Rolla
chapter of Chi Epsilon, national
civil
engineering
honor
fraternity.
Members are selected on the
basis of scholarship, character ,
practicality, and sociability.
Two
UMR
engineering
alumni were initiated as honor
members. They are Robert E.
Boyd of Long Beach , Calif., and
Ernest L. Perry, Tacoma,
Wash. Boyd is vice president of
the Guy F. Atkinson Company,
Long Beach, a nd Perry is
general manager of the P ort of
Tacoma. Dr . J a mes L. J osey,
UMR assista nt professor of civil
engineer ing, was the faculty
member initiate.
John Critchfield of Rolla, was
chosen by the undergraduate
members of Chi EpSilon as

outsta ndi ng senior in civ il
engineering, and Mitch Fowler
of Sherman, n l. , received the
scholarship award.
MISSOURI
Thomas Rechtien
Thon.as Zgraggen
Hubert Maddox
Dennis Rackers
Stanley Harris
Gary Beitch
Scott Bechtold
Ed Cannorl
Wi ll iam Chasteen
Ralph Hall
Open 11:00 Late Show 11:30 p .m .
William Holcom b
"X" RATED
Dennis Kile
No One Under 18 AdmJtted
Tom Mittler
ATRlTZ
Wi ll iam Storck
J erome Brendel
Michael Coyne
Stephen Kambol
William Luekenhoff
Ron Trower
Robert Maxwell

PIZZA

"THE
MASTERPIECE"

17 STEAMING VARI ETIES

SANDWICHES AND BEER
DIA L 364·2669
FOR TAKEOUTS &
DELIVERY SERVICE

ALEX

PIZZA
PALACE

7 Days a Week
Open Da ily
4p.m. to 2a.m.

PIETRO/S
Italian Smorgasbord

300

All You Can Eat
Every Sunday

Pizza-Spaghetti
Ravioli-Salad
Counlry Slyle Smorgasbord
1 Block N. Rolla Bus Terminal

inJuJ
from

studel

Unive
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miner news
newly fanned university
consulate announces members
Thirty persons have been
named by the University of
Missouri Board of Curators to
membership in the newly
formed University Consulate!
John Sam Williamson, board
president, has announced.
"Appointment to the consulate is one of the highest
honors the University can
give," Williamson said, "to
recognize the exceptional past
service and support of these
distinguished persons. The
consulate will provide a formal
opportunity for its members to
maintain and extend their
leadership and serivce. "
The proposal for a consulate
to "honor those who have
contributed greatly to the
University" was approved by
the board last September,
Williamson said. Nominations
and invitations to membership
have been handled by a board
committee of Mrs. Avis Tucker,
Irvin Fane and Van O.
Williams.
Five of the new members
have also accepted membership
on the consulate's executive
committee . They include
William H. Billings of Kennett,
Cullen Coil of Jeffeson City, G.
Fred Kling Jr. of Albany, and
Robert G. Brady and Theodore
D. McNeal, both of St. Louis. All
are former curators except
Coil.
The consulate is to meet
annually on the weekend
nearest
the
University's
founding date, Feb. 11, or at any"
time the consulate or baord sees
fit. A 1975 meeting has not yet
been scheduled.
As
independent ,
seJfsupporting groups, the consulate will be a source of advice
and assistance to the curators
and to the University.
Ten new members will be
added - annually until a total
membership of 100 is reached.
Appointments to the consulate
will be approved by the curators
in July each year; nomination
from
University faculty,
students , staff and nonUniversity groups or in-

what a way to
eam a living

as bord

can Eat
sundaY

A team of would-be saboteurs
is trying to poke holes in the
security at several nuclear
power plants across the
country. But, it's all perfectly
legal.
Two
East
Coast-based
security consultant firms,
Charles Yulish Associates and
Harris and Walsh, are jointly
offering a new protection
service for the nuclear power
industry. For hire is a team of
pseudo-terrorists who, for a fee,
will examine nuclear power
plants that are under construction or operating and try to
find loopholes in safeguard
systems.
The team is made up of exC.I.A., F.B.I., and Armed
Forces agents, along with
convicted felons and government security consultants.
Some nuclear experts are
convinced that terrorist groups
could seize nuclear materials,
and the two companies say the
team of infiltration and
sabotage experts may be able to
protect against this .

dividuals are due annually by
March I.
The list of members for 1975
includes:
G. Fred Kling Jr., attorney;
Dr. Elmer Ellis, president
emeritus,
University
of
Missouri
Fred V. Heinkel, preSident,
Missouri Farmers Assn;
Oliver
B.
Ferguson,
newspaper publisher;
Henry Andrae, attorney;
Cullen Coil attorney;
B. W. Robinson, assistant
commissioner for vocational
education , State Department of
Education ;
Dutton Brookfield , president,
Unitog Co .;
George H. Clay, II, president,
F ederal Reserve Bank of
Kansas City;
R. Crosby Kenper Jr. banker;
Arthur Mag , attorney;
Lester A. Milgram, president
of Milgram Food Stores ;
John A. Morgan, president
Butler Manufacturing Co. ,
Miller Nichols, chairman of
the board , J. C. Nichols Co.,;
Elmer F. Pierson, Vendo Co.,
Martha Jane Starr (Mrs.
John W.), member of the
University of Kansa City Board
of Trustees
Harold Niedorp, Niedorp
Insurance Agency;
Robert G. Brady, attorney
and former presiding judge,
Darryl R . Francis, president.
Federal Reserve Bank of St.
Louis;
Theodore
H.
McNeal,
pres'i dent, Board of Police
Commission;
Messing
Jr.,
. Roswell
president, World Color Printing
Co.;
James J. Murphy Sr.,
president, The Murphy Co.;
Robert Neill, attorney;
T. Hartley Pollock, attorney;
Howard L. "Cy" Young,
president American Zinc Sales
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Interview with
the Chancellor

by G. Forest Byers

On January 22 I had the opportunity to speak with
Chancellor
Raymond
L.
Bisplinghoff about himself and
his ideas. I found the Chancellor
to be a very warm and easy
person to talk with. As a student
here at UMR I think we should
feel very lucky to have such an
individual as head of our
university.
Chancellor Bisplinghoff has
been head of the AeronauticsAstronautics Department a well
as Dean of the School of
Engineering at MIT. In the
early 60's he helped get the
space program going in the
capacity
of
Associate
Administrator of NASA. He was
responsible for advanced
Reseal'ch and Technology. In
1972 the Chancellor was appointed Deputy Director of the
National Science Foundation.
He remained in that position
until he came to UMR in 1974.
Not only has his whole life
been devoted to science and
technology, but he has been
pytting science to work in the
solution of social problems and
in helping mankind.
The Chancellor places a fair
amount of em phasis on physical
activities within his daily life.
He finds, "running is the most
time affective exercise a person
can get." The Chancellor has
made it a habit to run for one
hour each day or 6 to 7 miles.
Other physical activities that he
has
participated
quite
frequently in; are squash,
handball, sailing, calisthenics
and swimming 20 to 30 lengths
of the pool.
From
experience,
the
Chancellor has learned that to
do a good job, he must stay in
shape. His diet of fresh fruits
and vegetables bears this out.
He also maintains a good
balance between breads and
meats. Although he has no
moral values against them the
Chancellor stays away from
sugar , coffee, tobacco and
alcoholic beverages .
In conjunction with his own
health habits he is glad to see
such a fine intramural program
as we have on campus. 1t should
be noted that he lends complete
support to it, as well as our
Intercollegiate activities.
Although
the
Chancellor

In a recent interview, UMR Chancellor Raymond L.
Bisp.linghoff proved to be knowledgeable on a variety
of subjects. About the -relationship between science
and the economy he said, "We will not solve the
problem of inflation until the energy problem is
solved."

peopl e to come back into
science to help solve these
problems. "
My next question was, how
can the present situation be
changed? " Scientist should
have a role in leadership of this
country. They do not occupy
enough leadership roles in
government. 1 am at a loss
tell you why, but it is very rare
to see a scientist or engineer in
any
high
governmental
poSition.
Many of the issues being
decided upon by the legislative
and executive branches of
government have high science
content. Yet most of these people
have no knowledge of science.
This is a tragedy because the
country is suffering from it."
Chancellor, how will this be
effective? "We will not solve the
problem of inflation until the
energY .problem is solved. The
United States is importing onethird of all its petroleum
Co.;
products which means apWilliam H. Billings, judge,
proximately 25 billion dollars a
35th Judicial Circuit;
year leaving the country. This
John H. Caruthers, retired
creates a negative balance of
attorney;
payments. The growth of the
William H. Byler, inventor
industrial
economy
has
and retired director of research
paralleled the growth in energy.
for General Electric;
We must find new sources of
Marvin
D.
McQueen,
energy real soon. This is a
advertising
executive,
problem for science and the
Ackerman Advertising Co.;
public must be made aware of
Karl F. Hasselmann, retired
it. It is not an academic
president and director, Salt
question whether science and
Dome Production Co.
compliments each and every
organization on campus ; I felt
due to his and the school 's
background of science and
Engineering , that these topics
would be the most interesting to
The MISSOURI MINER is the official publication of the students of
rhe University of Rolla. I r is published af Rolla, Missouri, every week
pursue.
during the school year. Entered as second class maner February 8,
In asking the Chancellor
1945, ar rhe POSI Office al Rolla, Mo., under the Act of March 3, 1879 .
The subscriplions are $3.00 per semester. This MISSOURI MINER
about the future of science and
fearures activities of the students and faculty of UMR.
engineering 1 received this
Miner Office (341-4235)
response , "I think it was a
Editor
Dan Shelledy (364-9792)
Business Manager
Marvin Borgmeyer (364-8936)
mistake that young people
Advertising Director
Ron Rembold (364-2626)
turned away from science and
Managing Editor
DenniS Rackers (364-9792)
engineering in the past." But
News Editor
Richard Markey (364-9769)
Features Editor
Bob Born (364-9885)
there is now beginning an .inSports Editor
Mick Gilliam (364-9783)
crease in enrollment into the
MEMBER
Photo Editor
Art Stevenson (341-4971)
schools of engineering. I feel
Faculty Advisor
Dr. Curr Adams
RON Advisor
Pegge Farrar
that it is healthy and necessary
that this happens. The problems
I
Staff: Mike Wilhelm, Sam Rucker, Bru~e Schalle~, De~nis
that we face today are problems
Gilliam, Bill Uding, Ed Burford, Dave LeWIS and BeVin CollinS.
- of energy , food and getting
enough minerals and natur!ll
Arricles and photos for publication in the Miner must be in by 9:00
resources to run an industrial
p.m. on rhe Monday before printing on Thursday.
economy. These problems are
problems of science and will nol
Mailing Address - Missouri Miner, Universiry of Mo. - Rolla
be
solved
by
lawyers,
Office Hours Are 1 :00-3:00 in T-l.
~conomists,
and social
scien1.______________________..... lists.
We need
good young

the missouri miner

engineering are important or
not ; but a question of survival of
this country."
What has been some of the
causes or why fors? "The
lagging in energy is due to local
resistance in this country."
Because of this nuclear energy
now only comprises one per
cent of the total energy consumption in this country.
"To solve this the public must
understand
the
interrelationship
between
science, the economy, and other
public machinery. It is a
mistake to let anyone group
dictate, but we must work in
concert. New means of energy
must be developed. On the short
term this means; conservation
of energy, new methods of
extracting natural resources,
and we need more on line
nuclear reactors.
On the longer term side we
need to develop fusion, solar,
wind , and geothermal energy.
This is all the work of scientists
and engineers ."
Can space exploration be a
benefit to our problems we are
now faced with? "Space exploration has always been and
will continue to be important.
Many problems here on earth
can be solved by space exploration. Some of these
communications,
weather,
energy and earth resources.
This does not even cover the
many spin offs from space
exploration and research that
solves problems we now face.
One of the problems that
faces space research is the cost.
The space shuttle will be an
excellent start in reducing this,
however. It will bring the expense down to where we can
more readily sho.w its necessity.
Even so there are those out
gunning for it; those who want
to see it shot down.
Another means of reducing
the cost of space exploration is
to work in concert with other
nations. Space can be a bridge
of friendship between nations,
helping to bind us together as
human beings ."
Due to the lack of time we had
to unwillingly terminate our
conversation. I feel that
Chancellor Bisplinghoff knows
what is happening, and that we
are lucky to have him here at
the University of Missouri Rolia.
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Fittingly , a non -polluting
lead -smelting process may
emerge from Missouri, the state
that produces 80 per cent of U .
S. lead supplies.
And happily, Missouri 's leadindustry
is
The following is an article mean those actions by police s melting
presented to the Miner by the and courts and other official cooperating fully with UMR
University Police Department agencies to reduce the in- researchers working on two
in an a ttempt to increase cidence of crime. This is not the new processes free from sulfur
La w
enforcement dioxide gas and lead-bearing
student awareness in the area of case.
crime prevention. In the past agencies in a free society can dust particles.
year , loss of property has and shall go only so far to
totaled over $12,000 against prevent crime. Beyond this
university students, including point, the citizen must become
two stolen cars. According to involved if he wishes to live in a
Lieutenant Owens, calculators safe and orderly environment.
and car stereos are the prin- The citizen must take some
ciple objects of theft with loose responsibility for the protection
cash also becoming a concern. of his person and his property .
Acts of violence are minimal at Crime prevention means simply
the university, averaging about exer ciSing " common sense" colleagues, Tom O'Keefe and
eight assaults a year. It is ob- care in areas of personal and Jim Johnson , respectively
vious that thefts could be property security. Locking professors of metallurgical and
radically reduced if students room doors, securing valuable chemical engineering, are
themselves would become more property in a safe place, investigating electrolysis. The
aware and "careful" about keeping an eye on valuable National Science Foundation,
their personal belongings . With books a nd property when under the progi'am Research
this in mind , the UMR-PD is putting them down in a public Applied to National Needs, has
starting a program and place and locking car doors are funded both studies for more
services to benefit the students only a few ways in which the than two years.
against their number one citizen can contribute to his own
The Morris high-temperature
enemy-the thief.
safety .
process, all three researchers
The
Uni versity
Police agree , is looking more
The rate of crimes against Department has acquired and is promising than the electrolytic
property on the UMR campus distributing a number of effort. O'Keefe says he and
for calendar year 1974 was 33 brochures which spell out Johnson are having difficulty
per cent higher than 1973, ac- simple precautions the in- casting a current-<:onducting
cording to a report made by the dividual can take to prevent anode from finely divided lead
University Police Department. injury or loss to himself from sulfide . A second obstacle :
Fortunately, crimes against crime . Patrolwoman Ellen Elemental sulfur, remaining at
persons remain at a very low Lewis has been named Crime the anode as the ionized lead
level. An analysiS of campus Prevention Officer for the moves to the cathode, is proving
crime by time, type and campus and is prepared to difficult to remove, thus slowing
location indicates that the discuss crime prevention topics the electrolytic process.
major problem lies in the areas with student groups or other
By contrast, the Morris
of vandalism , thefts from auto, interested organizations. The process is far enough along that
larcenies and inside burglaries. goal of the University Police is he's ready to begin negotiations
The most vulnerable area would to eliminate crime on campus with the Missouri lead-smelting
appear , based on the analysis, during 1975. Any success in this industry to test the process on a
to be the students' dormitory effort will reduce the loss large scale.
room or his parked automobile. suffered by Campus citizens
The new single-step process
The major increases are in the from crime . You are urged 0 would also be cheaper than the
area of "inside" larcenies or stop by the Campus Police con v e n t ion a I two -s t e p
burglaries which cannot be Department
or
contact procedure, which first removes
prevented by normal police Patrolwoman Lewis or any sulfur in a roasting action,
patrol.
University Police
for followed by a lead-{!xtracting
on howOfficer
you can
Crime prevention is often ' information
taken by the average citizen to prevent crime.

U..:Police News

Thursday, January 30, 1975
" It 's all a matter of
"It's only a matter of time
economics," says Art Morris, until state or federal governUMR professor of metallurgical ments will force the entire leadenignieering. "With the con- smelting industry to control to
ventional process, about 60 per very low levels of emissions.
cent of the sulfur dioxide gas is When that happens, smelters
converted to sulfuric acid and will have to add more equipremoved. But not all smelters ment
or
choose
other
have acid plants . And par- processes. "
ticulate traps to catch the.!eadMorris is working 'on a highbearing dust, while effective, temperature, one-step leadare expensive.
smelting
process .
Two

UMR Actively Involved in
Lead Sl1Jelting Research

Are you so busy learning to
learn that you don 't have time
to learn to live? Well that's what
the Student Union Board (SUB )
is all a bout; "learning to live"
and helpi ng others learn to live.
That's why we sponsor dances,
concerts, coffee houses, tournaments, lectures, casino
nights, craft day, art exhibits
and homecoming to mention a
few. We feel that these events
help you - and us - learn how
to interact with other people
and how to fill leisure hours
constructively.
The SUB would like to invite
you, the special person reading
this article, to join us . We are a
viable organization contill:ually

F(
J{Ml

by Margaret Kraeuchi

blast furnace . Environmental
protection is assured by a
closed smelting furnace as
opposed to the entirely open
conventional process.
"We take concentrated lead
sulfide from the mill and add
metallic iron as a reducing
agent, which grabs off the
sulfur," Morris says. "Since no
gases are emitted in the
process , a closed furnace can be
used. The end products are
molten matte (an impure
mixture of iron, copper and zinc
sulfides) and a very small
amount of slag.
"To increase the efficiency of
the lead recovery, a flux of
oxygen is added at the beginning of the process. We are,
seeking a patent on the flux
since the amount and the
manner of adding it is critical."
The use of iron as a reducing
agent for lead is centuries-old
knowledge , Morris says, but
about 40 per cent of the lead
escaped recovery . Thus,
inefficiency rendered such a
reducing agent unattractive.
His oxygen flux has changed all
that.
Questions being answered in
the small-scale furnace Morris
uses : How much lead escapes

recovery? What's the best
temperature for maximum
recovery? How long should the
process 'go on? And, of course,
what kind and how much flux is
needed? "In fact, "Morris says,
"most of our time has been
spent in perfecting the flux."
If the copper and zinc can be
removed from the matte,
Morris says, the lead-smelting
industry will certianly be interested. The cheapest grade of
scrap iron seems to work
adequately in the reduction
process. Thus, industrial costs
for this ingredient can be kept
quite low.
As the smelting industry
takes an active hand in· largescale testing, Morris says, some
parts of the process may need
more laboratory investigation
before commercial costs can be
assigned to it.

But for the present, Morris is
cheerfully optimistic that
economics speak loudly in its
favor: Junk or recycled iron as
a reducing agent, only one
furnace for cheaper capital and
labor costs and no damage to
the air we _
breathe
.
_ _ _ _ _ _,

i----________________________

sUb wants to join you

1

ilIIIIIIIi

After class activities naturally include
PABST!

growing and changing and we
would like you to join us and
help us .
SUB isn 't the only place to
"learn to live" but we believe it
is one of the best places . Fill out
an application a t the information desk or come by
room 217 Old Student Union and
visit us.
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Open 6:30
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If it's electronic
... we can repair it

Ranco Inc.
Electronic
laboratories
807 Rolla St.
364-4332

J&R COIN SHOP
Coins-Supplies

Buy-Sell-Trade

SOlA Pine St •

Grellner Sales & Service, Inc.
Rolla, Mo.
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Groundwaves
Edited by Rick Erder
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For a long time you've known pletely once again. Well, as
KMNR radio has been the Graham Nash say~, "and so it
masters of the airwaves here in goes." Now to the point and a
Rolla, but now we'd like to discussion of this semesters
branch out and get down to programming is that point.
First lets talk about the
earth, so we bring you
"groundwaves", the KMNR educational programming.
radio-phonograph
mini-mag"Why any at all?" you might
azine. "Groundwaves " , will ask.
The answer is direct and short
appear each week in the
Missouri Miner , bringing you a for Federal laws say it must be
potpourri of info of and about so. In the beginning (while we
the music scene as we see it. were still KMSM ) our license,
We'll include record reviews, which is provided by Uncle
concert schedules and reviews, Sam , stated, "FM educational,
all the scoop on what you can non-commercial broadcastiexpect to hear on KMNR Stereo- ng. " Note the educational, and
90, albums to listen for and also note that we try to do this in
inside information on your as interesting and as pleasant a
favorite groups and artists, manner as possible (taking into
from the resources of Billboard account our limited funds for
and Rolling Stone. And for you operation ). This semester we
sound buffs reports and reviews are offering Pacifica once again
on sound and radio equipment a t 9:30 a .m . on Monday,
from the KMNR engineering Wednesday and Friday (these
staff. We'll also dedicate some tim es ar e th e reg ul a rly
columns to answering questiol)s scheduled times , however , any
from you , the listening particular show of sup erb
audience, about the station quali ty will probabl y be
operation , problems you may rebroadcasted at some prehave with your music machines advertised prime time ). A new
and jost about anything else. (or semi-new) show will be
<By the way address those Q's broadcasted on Tuesday and
to KMNR, Box 203A, Mining Saturday morning at 9: 30 a.m.
Building Rolla, Mo. 65401 or This is the "Craw doo dah
drop them off here a t the Gazette of the Air," which is put
out by Crawdaddy magazine
station.)
We hope you ' ll enjoy and explores mUSiC , the artist
"groundwaves " and respond to . and alternative news as seen by
it in the same way you get off the Crawdaddy Journalistic
listening KMNR-FM , Stereo team. Later on in the day (1:55
p.m.) a good look at new methods
Ninety here in Rolla, Mo.
of waste use and disposal is
As program director at offered by "Waste Not" MonKMNR, I can't really say that I day thru Friday. The familiar
ever look forward to the "Men and Molecules" is offered
beginning of a new semester. on Tuesday and Thursday at
Toward the end of a semester 11 :45 a.m. This show is furmy day to day life finally nished to us (gratis ) by the
smoothes out, shows are no American Chemical ,Societylonger being missed, people nice people that they are .
slide into their new jobs, the Hitchhiker report returns on
station finally reaches some Thursday evening at 6:45 p.m .,
level of sanity, and then sud- so if you need rides or riders,
denly it all falls apart com- drop by the station, give us the

Top Hal Lounge
Miner's Hang Out

Michelob & Bottle Beer
Above ABC Bowling Lanes
Downtown Rolla

All Kenwood Components
On Sale Savings Up to

30%
Scotts Book
& Music
717 Pine

36 4- 1616

information, and we will send it
speeding over Rolla's airwaves
. on Thursday evenings. Every
evening Monday thru Friday at
8:00 p.m. we are offering a
radio mystery-fantasy . serial
entitled "Moon Over Morocco. "
I'm slire you veterans of UMR
will recall "The Fourth Tower if
Inverness" which was broadcasted about a year or so ago .
This serial is a sequel and also
isn't a sequel. Enough said, we
here at the station all hope you
enjoy the series. Recording
Session this semester has been
partially moved in ' order to
increase listener acess to this
program since we feel it is a
really useful service. If there 's
any older albums that you
would like, drop me a line at the
station and if the groundswell
fo r an album is more than one
or two people, we'll try to get it
on during the semester. Sunday
evenings at 9:30 p.m . is "The
Firesign Theatre," which will
feature one side of the nine or
ten albums they've released.
The Firesign Theatre is made
up of four, stoned-{)ut crazies, so
adjust your turner carefully
befor e listening to " The
Firesign Theatre" on Sunday's.
Wednesday evenings at 10 :00
p.m . will eventually be filled by
the "National Radio Lampoon."
All of us here at the station were
really happy to finally start
broadcasting this show, but due
to circumstances not easily
discussed (beauracracies in
general)
and
misunderstandings here at your efficiently-run radio station the
series wasn 't officially ordered
until the beginning of this
semester. When the tapes
arrive, we'll start broadcasting
it on Wednesday's at 10:00 p.m.
- JOlJ Frederickson
On Rock and Jazz
When men like Al Kooper ,
Robert Lamm, and John Mayall
first fused the rhythm of rock
and the instruments of jazz, a
new era of music commenced.
Until now, there existed a fine
dividing line between what can
be labeled rock and what can be
labeled jazz. With the release of
"LIKE CHILDREN" this line
has
disappeared. . Jerry
Goodman, former Flock and
Mahavishnv
Orchestra
violinist, and Jan Hammer,
former Mahavishnv
keyboardist, have recorded a
fusion that ends the jazz-roCk
labeling and opens the
imagination to a new form of
music. This new form can be
best felt in "Stepping Tones"
and "Country and Eastern
Music." In "Topeka" and "Full
Moon Boogie," one can find
Jerry and Jan trading eights on
electric violin, electric guitar,
electric piano, and Moog in such
a quick form that it becomes
almost impossible to be still.
"LIKE CHILDREN" also offers
astra l moods on "Night," " I
Remember Me," and "Earth."
Jan Hammer really takes off on
a high-pitched moog trip in "No
Fear." The only cut which. at
first , had me perplexed has a
Continued on Page 6
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The
Minerity
Report
by Sandra McCorkle Gale

No one knows what this year will bring, and yet many of
us begin this year with resolutions designed to bring about
a "new" us - in some form or another. This will lIDdoubtedly be another historical (hysterical?) year in
economics, possibly a historical year for human rights;
1975 is International Women's Year, as declared by the
United Nations.
I wonder whether this will be the year that the public
becomes aware of one of the most oppressed populations:
children.
"Kids" are a real drag, aren't they? Drudgery,
sleepless nights, sticky fingers and mud pies are the
words associated with " kids." Parents and other adults
often forget that children are in fact young people. Very
young people need love, attention, some protection from
the environment, and general care. More than arty of
these, however, children need to be recognized as people.
They are the least recognized. and certainly one of the
most oppressed groups of beings. They have extremely
few rights. Their problems are generally considered
trivial, and their ignorance considered " cute."
When allowed to develop as autonomous individuals,
children are considerate, caring, and mature in their
thinking.
"Children"-as a class did not even exist before the 17th
century. The medieval view of children was quite different from ours. It was not only that it was not "childcentered," it literally was not conscious of children as
distinct from adults. A child was a future adult going
through the various stages of apprenticeship. She moved
into the stages of the adult role almost inunediately. The
concept of childhood evolved with the development of the
bourgeoisie and empirical science, and developed as an
adjunct to the modern family. The development of the
modern family meant the breakdown of large, integrated
units into small, nuclear ones. It became necessary to
keep children in the home as long as possible, simply for
survival. They worked in and for the home until they
produced children of their own. They were exposed to all
the learning experiences that adults of their class were
exposed to - and child prodigies were not uncorrunon.
Today's method of institutionalized education, with its
ratio of 25-30 children to one overworked, underpaid adult
is hardly conducive to creative genius. The nuclear family
has imprisoned children and women alike - to the good of
no one in particular.
Richard Farson, a noted psychologist, has drawn up a
Child's Bill of Rights. Some may shock and even anger
you. Try to bear in mind that "children" range in age
from 0 to 18 (or 21) years under the law, and that advocating children's rights does not mean neglecting their
physical and emotional needs. The proposed rights:
1. The Right to Self-Determination. Children should
have the right to decide the matters which affect them
most directly. This is the basic right upon which all others
depend. Children today are treated as property of their
parents on the assumption that parents have the right to
control them.

2. The Right to Alternative Home Environments.
Children should be able to choose from among a variety of
living arrangements - particularly children who suffer
from parental abuse. Parents are not always good for
their children.

3. The Right to Responsive Design. Society does not
accomodate itself to children's size and to their need for
safe space (this is also true for small adults). To keep
them in their place and to remind them of our
"superiority" we now force children to cope with a world
that is either not built to fit them, or is actually designed
against them. If the environment were less dangerous for
children, there would be less need for constant control and
supervision of children by adults.

Contin ued on Page 7
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our man hoppe

How to Get A Rebate
1 was sitting drinking my
lunch when myoid friend,
Milton Haberdash, clapped me
on the back.
"How are you, Milt?" I said.
"And I gave a the office. "
" I have given up my
charitable
activities
of
collecting funds for The Milton
Haberdash Home for Unwed
Orphaned Widows," he said
with dignity. "I am now selling
the hottest line in the country, a
product every American today
needs and wants ."
"Hemlock?" I asked.
"Rebates, " said Milt.
"Rebates? "
"They're the latest thing," he
said. "First Chrysler offers a
rebate on its '75 models . Then
Ford offers a rebate. Then the
other Ford offers a rebate on
your '74 taxes. Then General

Motors offers a rebate. Rebates
are sweeping the nation."
"I have to admit you 've got a
point there, Milt," I said.
"A point?" said Milt incredulously. "I've got a gold
mine. 1 know a guy who bought
five new cars last week. He
figures when his rebates come
back he'll rake in $1,400. And
it 's all tax free. He says as soon
as he 's bought 20 more, he'll be
a rich man. "
" I think there's something
wrong with his calculations," I
said.
"Figures don't lie," said Milt.
"Everybody wants rebates. Tell
me, would you buy a $200
washing machine if you could
get the same model for the
same price with a $20 rebate
thrown in."

future concerts
St. Louis
Alvin Lee

Feb. 2
Feb. 16
Aprll2-3

Led ZeppeUn

Nektar
w- PAVLOV'S DOG

Columbia
John Mayall

Steve Goodman
New Riders of Purple Sage
PDQ Bach
John Hartford
w-Vassar Clements

Applications for
membership in Theta
Tau, professional
engineering fraternity
are ava ilable at the
University
Center
Candy Counter. Ap plicants must have at
least 30 hours in an
engineering curriculum
and at least a 2.00 G.P.A.
Applicants a Iso may nol
be a member of Alpha
Chi Sigma or Triangle.
Deadline
for
ape
plications is Friday,
January 31. Please
return to the reser·
vationist in the old
student union, or any
T heta Tau member.
Questions? Call Rich
Dolan 364-9885.

"Of course not," I said. "Are
you
selling
washing
machines?"
"No, like I told you," said
Mill, " I'm selling rebates. You
want
to
buy
a
$200
washingmachine, right? And
you also want a $20 rebate,
right? Okay, my friend, Clean
AI , will sell you the washing
machine. And I'll sell you the
rebate."
"For how much?" I asked.
"Generally, a $20 rebate goes
for $25," said Milt. "But if you
want a dozen, I'll give you a ten
per cent quanitity discount. "
"That sounds like a good
deal ," I said. "But why doesn 't
Clean AI just lower the price of
his washing machines $20?"
"Does Chrysler ? Does Ford ?
Does . the other Ford? Does
General Motors ? If they lower
their prices , they're going' to
have to raise them again. All
the papers will say, 'Auto
Makers Increase Prices Again! '
Look at the fuss they caused
when they raised them $500 last
time. That's why they're giving
$300 rebates instead. "
"But you want $25 for a $20
rebate," I said.
"Right!" said Milt happily.
"It sure beats paying $500 for a
$300 rebate. But having a low
overhead in my apartment, I
can afford to undercut the auto
makers."

Feb. I

w-Dog Soldier

Theta Tau

Thursday, January 30, 1975

Feb. 9
Feb. 14
Marcb3
March 26

When I turned Milt down , he
took it well. "Okay," he said,
"would you like to guess which
one of these three shells the pea
is under ?"
"No," I said. "But why don 't
you move to Detroit, Milt?
You',d be a success overnight."

UMR
GRADUATING
STUDENTS
WELCOMED :
BUY NOW AND SAVE: YES! up to $500.00
BUICK & OLDSMOBILE are offering a CASH .
REFUND on some models now till Feb . 28th .
WHY not take advantage of this' offer??
SPECIAL DEALS AND FINANCING FOR
GRADUATES
Ask one of our ' courteous salesmen for details.
Your Olds Bu ick, Opel Dealer :
ECK MOTOR CO., INC.
500 Hwy 63 South
Rolla, Missouri

that this guy could be a st. Pats
Conti ned from Page 5
Board Rep. without a doubt.
countryish feel to it-"Giving In " Trudy," a good southern
Gently " seems like an attempt rocker, follows and concerI:1s a
to blend jazz, blues, rock, left-behind lover and John Lee
classical, and country music. Walder (a local bad Leroy
Possiblly we are in for more of Brown evidentl y). " Feeling
this concept-if it be possible, Free," "The South's Gonna Do
I'm sure Jerry Goodman and It," and " No Place To Go" all
Jan Ham mer will be the continue on in this genre. A good
demonstration of the live power
fathers .
-Joe Kracum of the band is displayed on "No
Place To Go " and "Orange
Fire On the Mountain Blossem Special" (on which
The Cha rlie Daniels Band
Charlie demonstrates his
Some artists are highly elated prowess on the violin-he's
. when they have a hit record, but good ). If any song reminds me
by now I imagine Charlie of the original power of the
Daniels is disgusted with his one Allman Brothers Band, it is the
and only hit, "Uneasy Rider. " songs "Feeling Free " (in which
Although on each of his three he plays violin, banjo and guitar
prior albums, ("To John Grease in a thoroughly enjoyable
and Wolfman" KAMA SUTRA manner ) and " No Place To Go"
2060, "Honey In The Rock" an 11: 20 live version of a song
KAMA SUTRA 2071, and "Way from the " Honey In the Rock"
Down Yonder" KAMA SUTRA album. If you enjoy good
2076) he rocked and rolled in a southern rock and roll, the way
thoroughly eni!)vable country it should be done, or country
rock-Allman Brothers Band rock or just traditional country
tradition', fame and fortune has bluegrass, this could be an
continued to elude this fine album that you could take a
artist. Hopefully the , record chance on, and I don't think
buying public will now finally you'll be disappointed.
become acquainted with the
- Jon Frederickson
Charlie Daniels Band since the
off
the Top.
Quickies
release of their new album
"Fire On the Mountain" KAMA
Four Star albums to listen in
SUTRA 2603. This album starts on: So What-Joe Walsh; Dave
with a song having a Spanish Mason-Dave Mason; Relayerflav'or, "Caballo Diablo"- Yes;
Children-Jan
Like
Devil Horse and is decorated Hammer and Jerry Good·
with some really tight band man ..... Recording
Session
instrumentation , and some nice tonite at 9:00 featuring Walls
Spanish guitar work. Then and Bridges by John Lennon
follows "Long-Haired Country and on Recording Session next
Boy," a possible followup to his Tuesday at nine, Lost in a
" Uneasy Rider" in which he Dream by R .E .O. Speedsings:
wagon ..... Mick Taylor leaves
People say I'm no good
the Rolling Stones ... New Allman
And crazy as a loon
Brothers album on the
Cause I get stoned in the way? ... Listen for national
morning
Lampoon radio Hour, coming to
And drunk in the afternoon ... KMNR soon .... Elton John's
Cause I ain't asking nobody Greatest Hits Billboard 's
for nothing
Number One LP ..... Alvin Lee
If I can't get it on my own
and Mason Proffit February 2
If you don't like the way I'm at the Kiel Auditorium ....
Led Zeppelin cancels arena
living
Then leave this long-haired concert.. .rescheduled for Feb.
16 .. ,.. all tickets honored for
country boy alone!
From the lyrics, I have to say rescheduled show ..........
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4. Th~ Right ~ I¢orII,1ati~n. A ch!ld must have the right
to· all informatlOn ordinarily available to adults - including, and perhaps especially, information that makes
adults uncomfortable.
5. The Right to Educate Oneself. Children should be free
to design their own education, choosing from among many
options the kinds of learning experiences they want, including the option not to attend any kind of school.
Co~pulsory education turns very few people to.l~.
Children are programmed, tracked, and certified in a
process of stamping out standardized educated products
for the other institutions of our society. .
6. The Right of Freedom from Physical Punislunent.
Children should live free of physical threat from those
who are larger and more powerful than they. Corporal
punishment is used impulsively and cruelly in the horne,
arbitrarily in the school and sadistically in penal institutions.
7. The Right of Sexual Freedom. Children should hav.e
the right to conduct their sexual lives with no more
restriction than adults. Sexual freedom for. children must
include the right to information about sex, the right to
nonsexist education, and the right to all sexual activities
that are legal among consenting adults. In fact, children
will be best protected from sexual abuse when they have
the right to refuse - but they are now trained not to refuse
adults, to accept all forms of physical affection, and to
mistrust their own reactions to people. We keep them
innocent and ignorant and then worry that they will not be
able to resist sexual approaches.
8. The Right to Economic Power. Children should have
the right to work, to acquire and manage money, to
receive equal pay for equal work, etc., the same as adults .
9_ The Right to Political Power. Children should have
the vote and be included in the decision-making process.
Adults do not vote in their behalf. I personally believe that
as soon as a persons is old enough to express an opinion,
the least we can do is allow that opinion to be expressed .
The general argument here is that children do not know
enough about political situations to vote- do we?
10. The Right of Justice. Children must have the
guarantee of a fair trial with due process of law, and advocate to protect their rights against the IJarents as well
the system, and a uniform standard of detention. At any
given time about 100,000 children are in some kiJ;ld of jail.
Some are held illegally, many have not C?rnrnltted any
kind of crime, most have done nothing that would be
considered a crime if done by an adult, and none has been
given a fair trial with due process oflaw.
I urge you to objectively consider these rights. In this
new year, I ask you to resolve to get to kn~w a child.
Listen. Children are people - young children are
especially open and honest. You will find n? more loyal
friend, no one who is willing to honestly give of themselves. A child can turn you on to a world you may have
forgotten. There is no reason to talk down to a young
person. If s-he doesn't understand something you wish to
discuss, this would be a good time to find out ho~ l'I!uch
you really know about the subject yourself. Explam It. If
you already have a child as a friend you know what I'm
talking about. If you don't, at least try it - you may have
some around your house one day.
A quick note of interest to people with a weight
problem: If you are trying to lose those extra PO~ and
would like group support in your efforts, _call Dr. Richard
Thornes. He is trying to get a group ~gether, and has ~d
successful programs in the past. He IS at the Counseling
Center on campus, phone 341-4211.

St . Pat's is as much a that you already have quite a schedule with the intent of
tradition
at
UMR
as few hours under your belt, due graduating the following
engineering, and will probably to our fine quiz-{)ut program semester.
Miner: Concerning St. Pat's
continue as such. With the here at UMR?
Winston: You are 'q uite Winston, what do you think
annual celebration only a few
weeks away, we at the Miner correct, indeed, sir . As a pre- about the custom of ponding?
Winston: Oh, I'm just hoping .
think a few viewpoints of dif- law student, I have found it
fer ent members of the much to my ap,vantage to they'll come after me. The
l'niversity and communi ty on manifest my present storehouse practice of such a ritual
St. P at's 1975 might be in- of diverse knowledge in order represents a violation of an
constitutional
teresting. Short of censure or that I may the sooner complete individual 's
other
unforseeable the degree requirements for my rights! I'll file suit! I'll bring
any
them to bare. When I'm through
disaster, these interviews will multi-major.
Miner: Which is?
with the St. Pat's Board they'll
become a weekly column until
Winston : Mechanical and have as much influence as a
the hallowed event.. This week
two freshme n were in- electrical engineering com- one legged man at an assterviewed, Fred Frat, and bined with math, economics and kicking convention! I can see it
physics .
now! In the history books, the
Winston Coldchill :
Miner: Well, that 's quite historic case of Coldhill vs. the
Miner: Fred, have you any
impressive. How have you found UMR St. Pat's Board. It'll mark
knowledge of the St. Pat's
the beginning of a new era ! It'll
customs and festivities as the course work so far?
Winston : I haven't really be my boost to power!! From
conducted each year at UMR?
Fre'd : Well I hear a lot of taken any courses thus far there it'll be just a short step to
because I've been taking quiz- Congress ; to the Presidency; to
drinking goes on . By the way,
out tests since last September. the World!!! I'll ...
how do they get by with that?
Miner: Thank you, Winston.
Not too many of them are 21 or Howeve~, next semester I shall
over, and a lot of it's in public; enroll in a regular 30 hour
Next week: An Ozark tree.
in my home town some college
kids got busted once for
possession of liquor because
they were under 21...
Miner: Uh, Fred, ahem, uh
what do you think, about fresh!')len carrying shillelaghs and
growing beards?
Fred: Well, I don't. Think
about it, I mean_ My fraternity
brothers said I will carry a
shillelagh or be shilleghed. My
big brother (my guardian
fraternity brother ) said I really
should try to grow a beard and if
he thinks. that. why. of course, I
think it too. We have a saying at
the house: Big Brother is
watching you.
&
Miner : By the way, Fred,
what's your major?
Fred : Well , I was in
Engineering Management, but I
flunked Math 8, so now I'm in
psychology. I don't know what
I'll switch to next, but.. .
Miner : Thanks, Fred_ And
now we'll hear from Winston
705 Rolla Street 364·1334
Coldchill, another UMR freshman. I understand, Winston,

CIVIL ENGINEERING CAREERS
Let's talk about yours.
lifinois Department of Transportation
On Campus Interviews:
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VOLKSWAGEN
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Looking Back on •..
This week being the 60th
anniversary of the Miner, it
seems appropriate to start an
article similar to those in many
regular newspapers concerning
what was contained in our
newspaper 50, 25, and 10 years
ago. This article will become a
regular feature if response to it
is favorable in the next few
weeks.
In the Miner :

\IWA-re:R!11

III Shall Not Pass"

r::

And it came to pass.
Early in the morning toward the last day of the semester.
There arose a great multitude smiting the books and
wailing.
And there was much weeping and gnashing of teeth.
For the day of judgment was at hand.
And they were sore afraid, for they had left undone
Those things which they ought to have done,
And they had done
Those things which they ought not to have done.
And there as no help for it.
But there were many abiding in the dorm
Woh had kept watch over their books by night,
But it availed them naught.
But some there were who rose peacefully,
For they had prepared themselves the way
And made straight paths of knowledge
And those were known
As wise burnereg of the midnight oil.
And to others they were known as "curve raisers."
And the multitude arose and ate a hearty breakfast.
And they came into the appointed place
And their hearts were heavy within them.
And they had come to pass.
But some to pass out.
And some of them
Repented of their morous living and bemoaned their fate.
I
But they had not a prayer.
And at the last hour there came among them,
One known as the Instructor, and they feared exceedingly.
He was of the diabolical smile,
And he p'assed papers among them and went his way.
And many and varied
Were the ~nswers that were given.
For some bf his teachings had fallen upon fertile minds,
Others had fallen among the fallows,
While others had fallen flat.
And there were some who wrote for one hour,
Others for two,
But some turned away sorrowful, and many of these
Offered a little bull
In hopes of pacifying the Instructor.
And those were the ones who had not a prayer.
And when they finished,
They gathered up their belongings,
And went their way quietly, each in his own direction,
And each vowing unto himself in this manner;
"I shall not pass this way again."
-Author unknown

50 years ago, Jan . 26, 1925
Angry Prof. : "How dare you
swear before me? "
Stude : " How was I to know
you wanted to swear first?"
10th anniversary of the Miner .
(published on Mondays)
Quote from an editori al :
"There is a generill opinion ,
amongst engineering students
that the study of one's language
is not of great importance as
compared with that of mathematics and techniques ; but,
believe me when I tell you that
this idea is fundamentally and
absolutely wrong. To become a
successful engineer , one must
be capable of persuading others
concerning his ability to do
contemplated work; he must be
able to draft his specifications
and contracts with clearness;
and his reports need to be not
only plain, sound, and convincing , but also pleasing, and
even elegant in diction 's." Originally stated by a practicing engineer of the day.
Miners s plit a pair of
basketball games with Tarkio,
losing 18-16, and coming back,
33-25 . They then lost to St. Louis
U., 42-11.
. Friend: "What. course is your
daughter taking at college?"
Dad: "Cigarette inhalation,
highball construction, genteel
sn ubbing
and
genera-{
cosmetics. "

25 years ago, Feb. 3, 1950.
(Semester break-no paper
between Jan. 13 and Feb. 3.)
Enrollment cut to 2065.
St. Pat gives decree to start
growing beards : "All who
appear on St. Patrick's day with
faces as smooth as a baby's be
informed. of the unspeakable
horror that awaits them ."
Some rules mentioned :
Contestant must climb stairs
under own power.
. Male and female contestants
allowed.
Entries must be human or

reasonable facsimile thereof
(Miners excluded).
Beards must be free from
insects and vermin, please.
Type of bears that will be
judged: '.
1. Smith Bros. type (soup
strainer ear to ear type)
2. Van Dyke, Sir Walter
Raleigh
3. Goatee and mustache
4. Goatee and sideburns
5. Quaker beard ("ring, ear to
ear" )
6. Novelty beard, may be
colored
Don Cossack Chorus ( "the
picturesque Horsemen of the
Steppes) Concert scheduled for
Feb. 6 at Parker Hall.
Blue Key inaugurates fund to
build a Student Union building ;
makes $100 contribution to
Board of Curators for the
project - some question as to
where the money -went after it
was contributed.
Physics department refrains
from posting second semester
grades - over two-thrids of

ieJ(a

students enrolled had F 's.
Warrensburg defeated BB
Miners, 65-36; Swimmers over
Ill. Normal 49-26.

10 years ago, Jan. 15, 1965
(semester break again - no
paper until Feb. 5)
Miners over Maryville 90-84,
lose to SMS;· Mules beat Miner
swimmers 61-34.
Dr. and Mrs . Pogue and Mrs.
Mary Boyd join UMR English
faculty , Alvin Steinbach new
German teacher.
An editorial on the Infirmary,
strikingly similar to other
pieces of the past couple of
years.
285 students graduated in
Jan .; 211 B.S. , 68 M.S., 6
. Ph.D.'s; average starting
salary - $630 month .
Federal law makes ROTC no
longermandatory.
Merl Baker presents awards
at annual recognition banquet
of SUB.

(3uJ,/t- ~(lII'I

Crofts-Hobbies - Artists Supplies
605 Pine

Phone: 364·558 J

Rolla, Mo. 6540 J
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Dateline: January 20. In the
"Bear Pit" at Springfield the
Southwest Missouri State Bears
ripped the Missouri Miner's
basketball team to shreds,
winning 82-59 while shooting a
torrid 65 per cent from the field.
"We didn't play or shoot
well," commented UMR head
coach Billy Key. The Miners not
only lost the game, they lost
their leading scorer, Ron
Scroggins, with a bone chip in
his ankle. Coach Key, unable to
make the trip with the flu, could
have become very depressed.
Dateline: January 25: From
the field, the Miners shooting
didn't improve much . At least
not in the opening minutes
aga inst Southeast Missouri. But
the
Miners
completely
dominated Cape under the
boards and opened a nine point
halftime lead, 35-26. Then the
bomb exploded.
Following the second hali
tipoff, UMR poured in sixteen
straight points against the
MIAA tournament champion
Indians .
"We came out able to shoot
well," said Coach Key, "and we
got several fast breaks." As the
wildly excited hometown crowd
simmered. down, the Miners
breezed to a 79-54 victory. So
completely did the Miners
dominate play that at times
Cape appeared to be standing
around watching.

credits
wn and

Ross K1ie, switched from
guard to forward in Scroggins'
absence, split forty-four points

on the
fry Ford

with Bob Stanley to lead the
Miners attack. Guard Royce
Vessell provided outside
scoring balance, dumping in 14
points, all field goals. Mark
Franklin added 11 to put four
Miners in double figures.

Miners game is at Cape
Saturday night. UMR carries a
4·1 second place conference
record into the game, then they
return to Rolla Wednesday,
February 5th to meet the
league leading Lincoln Tigers
The big factor, as mentioned, (5-()1. Last weekend Lincoln
was under the board where the upset the Nation's number one
men in white out-rebounded ranked team, Kentucky State,
Cape 52-39. The Miner front line Missouri U. transfer Felix
of Franklin, K1ie and Stanley Jerman scored on a three point
each pulled in more than Cape's play with eleven seconds left to
top man , with ll, 12, and 8 provide the one point winning
respectively. Though no stats Tiger margin. It should be an
were kept, the trio also blocked exciting game, as the recent
quite a few shots, and forced Miner-Tiger match-ups have
been.
them to shoot from outside.
Guard Mark Baker paced
Cape's scoring with 16 points,
while as a team they hit only 36
per cent of their shots .
About UMR's total about face
Happy Rolla and welcome to
turn around, Coach Key commented, "We played very the wonderful world of Rugby!
well." Obviously, but why? Our own UMR rugby club
"The boys played with a lot of braved the wind and wills of the
enthusiasm; a lot of spirit. weather gods to conduct a very
They're young and inex- successful inter-squad game
perienced, but they make up for last Saturday. Both teams
worked the ball very well
that with hustle."
Mark Franklin fits Key's despite 347-743 mile per hour
description to the letter. Mark winds. I say this every season
separated his left shoulder but more so now than ever,
during the Kirksville game, and UMR has a rugby club to be
keeps it heavily bandaged to proud ' of. Along with some
prevent it from popping out seasoned ruggers we have
probably more potetntial than
during a game.
we ever have had. especially in
Key described his 74-75 the new players.
version of the Miners as
The whole team is working
"quicker" than teams of the hard for our first game with
recent past. "They jump bet- Washington University in St.
ter ," which makes up for lost Louis this weekend. So if you
height. He also said that they happen to be behind the hewel
lack the one big scorer, such as box in Forest Park at 1:30 this
Ken Stalling , "but this team has Saturday look around you and
more overall scoring."
you will see our ruggers in
action.

duating
Iso you

Int,r amural Standings
1. TKE
2. Phi Kap
3.KA
4. Pikers
5.SigNu
6.SigTau
7. Kappa Sig
8. Tech
9.SigEp
10. Lambda Chi
ll. Beta Sig
12. MRHA
13. Wesley
14. Sig Pi
15. Triangle
16. Delta Tau

1,187.5
1,053.5
1,032.0
1,030.5
1,028.5
1,027.5
1,012.5
1,003.0
988.0
980.0
933.0
856.5
743.0
706.5
673.5
638.0

17. Acacia
18. A.P.A.
19. Engine
20. Campus
21. G.D.1.
22. Delta Sig
23. Theta Xi
24.A.E.Pi
25.B.S.U.
26. Newman
27. Focus
28. Liahona
29. Rugby
30. Mates
31. Pi Kappa Phi

573.0
535.5
533.5
533.0
518.0
503.0
486 .5

347.0
314.0
246.0
201.5
201.5
200.0
190.0
55.0

wrestlers paced
by freshmen
This past weekend the Miner
wrestling team journeyed to
Springfield, Mo. to compete in
the Southeast Missouri Tour·
nament. The tournament was
won by a strong Central State
University of Oklahoma team.
The inexperienced and freshman dominated Miner team
finished llth out of 11 teams.
The highest finish by a Miner
was 6th place by Danny Vance,
a freshman, at 177 Ibs. The
Miner effort was also hampered
by the fact that Bill Warner was
sidelined with a strained knee
ligament.
The starting Miner squad
includes 6 freshman, 2
sophomores, 1 junior who has
never wrestled, and 1 senior.
The outstanding \\Testler to
date have been freshmen Bill
Warner and Danny Vance and
senior captain Ken Burris.
This Saturday, Feb. 1 at 1:00
the Miners will host their own
tournament with Southwest
Missouri ,
UMSL,
and

Washington U. competing.
Remember that the Miners
defeated Wash U. earlier in the
year, and with the younger
squad meinbers gaining ex- .
perience, it could be an exciting
tournament. 'rhese men have
put a lot of sweat and hard work
into their training and would
appreciate your support
Saturday afternoon.

.IJ;j(.w~~.
TELEPHONE 364·1857

QowD
Open 6:30
Shows 7:~9:20
Sorry No Passes

PRYORS FRESH PIZZA

EUROPE BOUND
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Wouldn't You Rather

Open Daily to 1 :00 a.m. Take Out
Closed Mondays
15 Minutes
Phone 364·1293

Come With Us?
Last year over 200,000 students summered in Europe. !,nd the
travelwise flew on charters because it costs about HAL,F! ThiS year a

3.6 week lickello London is 5512; 2·3 weeker S597. And lIs 5767 for over
six weeks from New York. (That's what the airlines say now. L~st

year there were two unforecast increases!)
.
Nol only do you fly wilh us al half, bul you can lusl about have your
choice of dates for 4, S, 6, 7,8,9, 10 week duration dUring the summ.er.
And all you have to do to qualify is reserve your seat now by sending
S100 depOSit, plus S10 regislralion fee. Under recently ne~. U. S.
Government regulations we must submit all. flight partiCipants
names and full paymenl sixly days before each floghl. If you lake the
June 21 • August 19 fl i ght to L ,ondon for example, deposit. reserves

your seal and April15 you send the $199 balance . Jusl one price for all
flights whether you pick a weekend departure! 15 extra on the regular
fare airlines) or peak season surcharge date.
.
So send for our complete schedule, or to be sure of your reservation
now, mail your deposit for one of our 3 to 5 weekly departures from
June through September. Just specify the week you want. to tr~vel and
for how long. You will receive your exact date confirmation and
receipt by return mail. All our flights are via fullv: certificated, U,S .
Government standard jet and all first class serv i ce. From L ,o ndon
there are many student flights to all parts of the Continent, frequent
departures and many at two·thirds off the regular fare.

REPUBLIC AIR SYSTEMS INTERNATIONAL
~3 Fifth Avenue

New York, New York 10022
800·223·5389
(Toll Free)

Charter flying is
the biggest bargain.
in air travel today

FIELD ENGINEERS
United Conveyor Corp., for over 50 years a leader in
hydraulic and pneumatic conveying in abrasive
materials, has several challenging opportunities for
recent graduates in mechanical engineering or
engineering technology.
Become acquainted with out equipment and systems
as a Field Engineer supervising installation, start-up
and servicing of heavy equipment In power plants and
industrial facilities. These positions provide logical
avenues of progression to Sales Engineering, Design
and Project Engineering, Design and Project
Engineering which may be of interest to you.

CANADA'S LARGEST SERVICE
$2.75 per page
Send now for latest catalog. En·
close $2.00 to cover return post·
age .

ESSAY SERVICES
57 Spadina A v e., Suite #208
Toronto, Ontario, Canada

(416) ' 366·6549
Our research serllice is sold
for research assi~tance on ly.
"Campus
representatives
required.
Please write"

Positions available in several areas of the United
SI al es and generally require considerable travel.
We provide excellent salary and fringe benefits including pension, profit sharing ·and cash bonuses.
To inquire, plese reply to:
Mr. Huetter

UNITED CONVEYOR CORP.
300 Wilmot Road
Deerfield, Illinois 60015
An Equal Opporlunity Employer M.F

PIETRO/S
Italian Smorgasbord

300

All You Can Eat
Every Sunday

Pizza-;-Spaghetti
Ravioli-Sa lad
Country Style Smorgasbord
1 Block N. Rolla Bus Terminal
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Did you know that there, is Holt, Debbie Rabbitt, Carol
now a Miner varsity basketball Russell, Sally Schwager, Terry
team for women? And did you Vaughan , and Diane Wilson.
know they begin their season The coach is Annette Caruso.
this week? Well both are true. The Miners begin their home
The members of the team are action on February 11 against
Sharon Clay, Mary Conley, Joy Drury . The entire schedule
Ewens, Veronica Durling, Anne follows:
Fontenot, Debbie G<>wer, Lou
Time
Date
School
Place
6:30 p.m.
Southwest Baptist
Tues. Jan . 28 There
There
2:00 p.m.
Central Methodist
Sat. Feb. 1
6:30 p.m.
Here
Fri. Feb. 7
Stephens College
7:30 p.m.
Tues. Feb. 11 Here
Drury College
10:00 a.m.
Fri. Feb. 14
Missouri Southern
There
3:00 p.m.
Sat. Feb. 15
Cottey College
7:30 p.m.
Tues. Feb. 18 Here
Central Methodist
6:30 p.m.
Fri. Feb. 21
There
Stephens College
Drury College
Sat. March 1 There 10:30 a.m.
Small State Tournament - Fr. March 7
Kansas City
Sat. March 8

Volleyball t
Leagues
League I
Tau Kapp,a Epsilon
Theta Xi
Tech Club
Delta Sigma Phi
Delta Tau Delta
GO!

Weslt.y
Focus
League II
Sigma Pi
Kappa Alpha
MRHA
Acacia
Engine Club
Liahona
Pi Kappa Phi
Mates
League III
Beta Sigma Psi
Kappa Sigma
Pi Kappa Alpha
Sigma Tau Gamma
Newman
Triangle
Alpha Epsilon Pi
Rugby Club
League IV
Lambda Chi Alpha
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Phi Kappa Theta
Campus Club
Sigma Nu
Alpha Phi Alpha

Sweaters
Reg. $20 NOW $10
Reg. $16 NOW $8
Reg. $13 NOW $6.50

Pants
Reg. $30 NOW $15
Reg. $15 NOW $7.50

Shirts
Reg. $14 NOW $7
Re'g . $11 NOW $5.50
Reg. $10 NOW $5

PRICE

BSU

r

.,
MISSOURI
MINER

A SEMO defensive effort is to no avail as the Miners
score two more in their rout over Cape.
(Photo by Dye)

M-Club

Last

Chance

athlete 'of the week
This week's Athlete of the
Week goes to the Miner's
hustling gHard, Royce Vessell.
Royce's 14 points and tenacious
defense against Southeast
helped the Miners up their
overall record to 11-4 and MIAA
record to 4-1.
There have been many times
this season when Royce has
gotten the hot shooting hand and
has popped in 3 or 4 long bombs
from the outside. This has a
tendency to open up a sagging
defense about as fast as
anything . But, if the opponents
open up too mUCh , Royce has
not been hesistant to drive down
the key or baseline and lay the
ball in.

APPLICA TIONS

Due Tomorrow

PRICE

Defense is the name of the
game in many basketball circles and Royce plays it
ferociously. His quickness
Lobby of the
mixed with is catlike reaction
University
make his defensive play
especially good.
Center
Royce's play is definitely an
integral
part
of
the
Miner's
run
"
at their first MIAA title.
-.-._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _...~
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Steak & Burger Corral
Soup-N-Salad Bar
Soup Bar Only212 Hwy. 63 S.

Only

$1
85 c
45

364-6979

Hook Auto Supply
Big Discounts
Auto Parts-Accessories-Speed Equipment

513 Hwy. 63 S.

Rolla, Mo.

364-5252

lENO'S MOTEL
STEAK HOUSE

ROY VESSELL

Winter
Jackets

. "HOME OF THE FAMOUS 12 OZ. STEAK"
BOX 70
. PHONE: 364-1301
ROLLA, MO.
MARTIN SPRING DR.
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1M Volleyball Gets Into Swing
In League IV Lambda Chi
Intramural volleyball play
began last week with action in Alpha beat BSU 21-7, 21·7. Sig
all our leagues . Last year's Ep thumped Alpha Phi Alpha
league champs and this year's
preseason favorites were all
winners last week . TKE was a
double winner in League I with
wins over Focus 21-7, 21·8, and
over Wesley 21·1, 21-9. Tech
Club was also a double winner
with a 21-13, 21-12 win over '
Delta Tau Delta, and a 21-3, 21-9
win over GOt Other action in
League I saw Wesley defeat
Theta Xi 21·11, 8·21, 21-16, and
Focus defeat Delta Sig 21-7, 12·
21, 21·13.
Early season action in League
II saw last year's runnerup
Sigma Pi win twice. Their first
victory was a 21·5, 21·5 victory
over the Mates. Their second
victor.y was a 21·14,22-20 victory
over Pi Kappa Phi. Kappa
Alpha also came away with two
victorie,s. KA defeated Pi
Kappa Phi 21·19, 21-3 and the
Mates 21-6, 21-7. MRHA and
Engine Club won single games
last week. MRHA defeated
Liahona 21-1, 21-12, and Engine
Club beat Acacia 21·15, 21-23, 21-

21·2,21-11. $igma Nu used three
games to defeat Campus Club
11·21, 21-16, 21-8.

6.

Phil Ostapowicz scores a last minute lay·up in the 79.
54 Miner win over SEMO.
( Photo by Dye)

Only four games were played
in League III last week. Beta
Sig trounced Rugby Club 21-1.,
21-8. Kappa Sig defeated AEPI
21-10, 21-14. The Pil5ers beat
Triangle 21·0, 21-ll, and Sig Tau
whipped Newman 21-8, 21-11.

II

--'r

_ _ _ ...... _ _ _ _

Sophomore forward Bob Stanley goes high above two
defenders for two points in the Miners 79·54 victory
over the Indians from Southeast Missouri State. '
(Photo by Collins)

flu keeps swimmers out of action
The flu bug took to water this
past weekend, infecting over
half of the Miner swimming
team . Because of this, Coach
Bob Pease had to cancel the
scheduled meets against
Vanderbilt and Georgia Tech .
He was able, however, to
reschedule the Vanderbilt meet
for Feburary 7th.
Tonight the Miners are in

when you want
to chase a beer
with a beer.
~

197J CARllNC BRlWINC COMPANY. BULEvlLi f.IlLINOLS ·

Norm Deleo, Distributor
Sponsors This Week's
Answer to Puzzle No . 124

crossword puzzle 1.I!.j.Lj!~~'-WL~RA"-a"U~S
I I..

OJ>

ACROSS
1 Afruit
6 Aftuit
l' Actress

Andress
13 A fruit
14 Queen and

Empress lab.>
15 Italian
physicist.
1737·1798
17 101 (Roman)

18 -,Maria
20 Ingenuous

21 Sick
22 Penitentia l

season
24 Compass point
25 Chemical suffixes
26 Horse-drawn

vehicle (Russia )
28 Son of Aphrod ite
29 Singer Paul -30 Ridge on a
guitar
31 Askew (dial .)
32 Grassy plains
34 High cards
35 A vegetable
36 Apartments
lab.)
38 Mom and -39 A fru it

41 The moray,
for one
42 Washington ,43 Nauseated in a
jet pla ne

45 Prefi x: early

5 Impetuosity
6 Sheet of glass
7 Prefix : on the
outside
8 Antiaircraft (ab')
9 Bikes

10 Greets
12 Seward's icebox
'3 Cover with

concrete
16 Passport
endorsement
19 Infuriated
21 Form of an
element having
a different '
ato mic weight
23 Sounds
25 Sphere of
struggle

27 " 'like ... !"
28 Period of time

30 Yellow pigment
of certain plant
products
31 Tree of the
mimosa family
32 Meadows
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34
35
37
39

Confuse
Unadulterated
Wild plums
Breathing organ
of a fish
40 Scored a point
with a single

serve
43 Man's nickname

44 Low island
47 .... the
World Tu rns"
49 Deb it note lab . )

.IJ~(.~~.

Colum bia for action against the
MU Tigers. Mizzou will be the
best team the Miners face all
season, and the Tigers are
really high after last weekend's
upset victory over Oklahoma.
So the UMR squad will really.
have its work cut out for itself.
Saturday promises to be a
close, exciting meet as the
Miners host the Mules of
Central
Missouri
State
University. The meet starts at
2: 00 and anyone inters ted in
judging or timiIlg should call

TELEPHONE 364 - 1857

CijowD
Open 6:30
Shows 7:00-9:20
Sorry No Passes

classified ads
To have your classified ad or message placed in the
Miner, drop it by the office in building T·! any week
day between! :00·3 :00 or mail it to the Missouri
Miner, Univ. of Mo.-Rolla. The cost is $1.00 per
week and payment must accompany ad. Ads must
be limited to 30 words. Please have them typed or
printed clearly.
Get it to the MINER and we'll get it to the UMR
students!
SALE
Texas
FOR SALE - Concord 8-track FOR
home model tape player with Instruments SR-I0 Calculator.
adjustable preamp, $25.00. Also Call 341-2173 any night from 6·
pickett 27 scale slide rule, $10.00 10.
---It-I-3(}-Call Tom , 341-3047.
---It-l·3(}-MEDICAL TECHNOLOGISTS

33 English

DELICIOUS MEXICAN FOOD

~.t1lPe~~~~

Dining Room·OrdelS to Go·Open Daily 11 a.m.
Hwy. 63 S.·Rolla, Mo.-364·1971·Closed Monday

part of a period
46 Likely

48 HltCkle
50 Artist's
tripod
51 Units of force
OOWN
1 Received through
the ear
2 Shrub with
bluish~lack

berries
3 Pseudonym (ab.)

4 Kind of wrench

Dave Beem as soon as possible.
The Mules feature an out·
standing swimmer in Vic Clark,
who will be in the 1M and the
freestyle events. They also have
super divers , the No. 2
breastroker in conference, imo
the No. 3 backstroker in the
conference. Since . the Miners'
Bill Kroeger is No. 2 in the back,
some fierce competitiop is in
the making. This is the 'second
last home meet of the season, so
come on out and see the
defending MIAA champions in
action.

Christopher Jewelers
805 Pine Street

*****

Catering to UMR
The Complete Service Jeweler

WANTED. Call Dr. Grannemann 364·3100, Ext. 123
- - -It-I-3(}-FOR SALE WITH REGRET ll" Sharp Portable TV with
UHF and VHF reception $25.
Portable 45 rpm record player
with radio $12.00 Both with Free
Frisbee $35.00. Need money, the
school has everything else. Call
Gary Byers at 341-2996 after
5:30 p.m.
BRING YOUR FRIEND to
Rolla. Get her a job in medical
laboratories. Call Dr. Grannemann 364·3100, Ext. 123
- - - I t -I-3(}-Honest man wanted. Call after
5:00 p.m. 341-4821. Ask for
Diogenes.

Thur's day, January 30, 1975
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SCOTT WHO??
If you think H.H. scan is a new company in high fidelity, you're
mistaken! H. H. scan was formed in 1946 and over the past
quarter century has come out

wi~h

such firsts as the first stereo

FM tuner, the first stereo amplifier, first to use integrated circuits,
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and P

the first FET front end, and the first digital tuner. With a list of
innovations like this, it should be no surprise that'SCan stereo
equipment gives you more performance for your money than any
other brand.
MSA Cost + Freight+ 5% Sale on the:

II

Man

F

18 Watts (RN RMS-},LG-&ennel from 20Hz to 20KHz at less than O.5%THD.
FM Sensitivity 1.9uV

Retail Price $249.95
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lim ited Quantities Available

MID-STATE AUDIO
Across from Hillcrest Shopping Center
Hwy. 72 and Southbrook

341·2730

11:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. Daily

9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. Saturday

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _. .I
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